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When both common carotid arteries are occluded, the block diagram will be simply that shown in Fig. I C, 
RESULTS

Isolated Perfused Sinus Experiment
Single-step ISP change experiment. All the dogs with isolated perfused sinuses were subjected to this study. At first, both ISP's were set at such a level that they would be nearly the same as the systemic arterial pressure of the animal.
Then, after an appropriate time interval either the left or right ISP was elevated or lowered by I o or 20 mm Hg. The experiment was performed again by changing the opposite ISP and still again by changing both ISP's simultaneously.
This set of experiments was repeated several times in each dog, and also after vagotomy in four dogs. The sum of SAPl and SAP, (symbolized by SAPE + SAP,) was then compared with the experimental value SAPl + T. Thirty-three sets of such data are plotted against each other in Fig. 2 The blood pressure level at which the examination was held varied from 80 to 160 mm Hg, but was usually between 120 and 150 mm Hg. The mean values of E&, H,, HI + T, and Hl/HT in this series were 0.40, 0.68, o-99, and 0.59, respectively.
After vagotomy, these values were increased to 0.61, 0.97, I -5 I, and 0,86 (cf. Table 2 ).
MuZti'Ze-step ISP change experiment. In the course of the examination described in the single-step experiment above, a multiple elevation or lowering of unilateral and bilateral ISP's was effected to learn the approximate linear operation ranges and peak gain ranges of the receptors on both sides. In this series, one ISP was changed from 50 to 200 mm Hg with 20 mm Hg steps, while the other ISP was kept at a constant level, mostly 150 mm Hg. Then, both ISP's were changed in a similar way. The essence of the results is presented in Table I and does not require much explanation. In most dogs, the reflex operated almost linearly as long as ISP changed from the original arterial pressure level over a pressure range of ~20 mm Hg, which is a considerably narrower range than that reported by Koch (I 2) but not so narrow as Scher (I 7) found in cats. However, it must be mentioned that the conformity between SAPl + SAP,. and SAPZ + r in this test was less satisfactory in most dogs than that found in the single-step ISP change experiment. An example of such a conformity test is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
When the vagus nerves were sectioned at the C3-C5 level in four dogs, the over-all reflex gain increased without exception but to different degrees. In one extreme, a mean bilateral gain of -0.82 at the ISP level of IOO mm Hg was enhanced, after bilateral vagotomy, to -2.5o at the ISP level of 150 mm Hg. In another extreme, the prevagotomy gain of -I .05 at 150 mm Hg increased only to -I .55 at the same ISP level. The mean bilatera1 gain increased in these four dogs from -0.86 to -I .51 by vagotomy.
Common Carotid Occlusion Experiment
To confirm previous reports (I 6, I 8) that occlusion of the common carotid arteries in dogs does not cause any significant response in arterial pressure due to either cerebral ischemia or increase in total peripheral vascular resistance, the sinus nerves were sectioned in two dogs and arterial pressure was observed during 2-3 min of bilateral occlusion.
The results showed no significant pressor response. Therefore, it seemid justified to regard carotid occlusion as a procedure as simple as that diagrammed in Fig. I, B mm Hg, respectively. GE, G,, &, and H,. There was a marked and systematic difference between Gl and G, in most dogs, Gi freq uently smaller than G,. As seen in Table 2 , the being mean -Gl value was -0.24, the mean G, value -0.60, and the mean of all the individual ratios Gi/G, was 0.57. In only I of 19 dogs was the ratio consistently above unity (2.9). and Neil (r 3) and Eyzaguirre and Lewin (5) confirmed this finding electroneurographically again in the cat. To the best of the authors' knowledge, however, no such study has been reported on the dog's carotid chemoreceptors.
According to Daly and Scott (3) the cardiovascular response to the carotid chemoreceptor stimulation by abnormal pOZ and pCOZ is characterized by complex but only minor changes in arterial pressure level of the dog. Therefore, the authors presume that the contribution of carotid chemoreceptor reflex to the response examined in the present study was insignificant. Yet, they are not completely allowed to exclude its participation when the isolated intrasinusal perfusion pressures were extraordinarily high or low in the chloraloseanesthetized dogs, and for this reason, the rather vague term '(carotid sinus receptors" or "barostatic reflex signals" is used in the present report.
With respect to the summation pattern, three alternative hypotheses were tested : mutually facilitative, mutually inhibitory, or simple addition, The results of the isolated sinus experiment demonstrated clear evidence in support of the last assumption within physiological pressure range. On the other hand, the carotid occlusion experiment did not support this same assumption, but suggested a slightly larger probability for mutually inhibitory additive summation than for the two other assumptions, particularly when the ASAP's are large. The exceedingly wide scatter, however, makes its significance rather doubtful.
Regardless of the relative importance of the role played by the chemoreceptor mechanism, however, the static reflex gain and summation processes revealed by the present investigation remain valid, for, whenever the mean arterial pressure level changes under physiological conditions, it is buffered by both presso-and chemoreceptor reflex factors. That is, a pure pressure change unaccompanied by flow variation in the carotid bodies rarely exists outside the laboratory.
On the other hand, modification of the reflex by the differential receptor element was excluded from the present analysis for the sake of simplicity.
Wang and Borrison (20) conducted a similar research using the isolated perfused carotid sinuses of the dog. They found an inhibitory addition between the left-and right-side sinus reflex effects during bilateral reflex and concluded convergence of bilateral impulses at the spinal cord level. The contradiction between their result and our finding, however, can be explained very easily if one reflects on the fact that those investigators raised ISP's from o to 200 mm Hg, and thus drove the reflex system undoubtedly over the saturation range of the effector limb of the reflex arc. With such a large input quantity, the system could exhibit a seemingly inhibitory addition during bilateral reflex even if the central summation mechanism is either simply additive or mutually facilitative.
The same holds true for Koch's result (12) which led him to a conclusion similar to Wang and Borrison's.
On the other hand, there is little probability of saturation taking place in the effector limb of the reflex arc in the present study in which only a small magnitude of input pressure change was induced in the sinuses. Thereby, the authors consider that the present results reflect more directly what happens in the central nervous system than do those earlier reports.
The study undoubtedly derived to a great extent from a) the low signal-to-noise ratio in the unilateral occlusion response in some dogs whose mean arterial pressure fluctuated irregularly, and b) amplification of this error by divisions and multiplications required for the calculation of Gz, G,, and [AMPI + J F or example, AISP and ASAP were often in the order of 20 mm Hg and IO mm Hg. If these contained errors of +2 mm Hg, the maximum errors in the calculated gain could be as much as + 33 % or -27 %, and the error in [ASAPI + J could be even larger. Also, it must be reflected that these derived equations for making the calculations require linear operation of the reflex, which was only approximated in most cases, as indicated in RESULTS, Mult$de-step 1SP change experiment. Undoubtedly, this linearization was another source of error in the predicted values in the occlusion experiment.
On the other hand, the perfused sinus experiment was not dependent on this unjustified assumption of linear operation unless serious nonlinearity occurred in the efferent limb of the rcflcx arc, which was quite unlikely since small output responses in normal pressure ranges were used.
The third possible error specific to the occlusion experiment was the influence of variable pulsatile pressure signals in ISP's. Since the amplitude and shape of pulse pressure affects the response magnitude through the rate-sensitive or differential element of the pressoreceptar, as Ead, Green, and Neil (4) Fig. 2 . The mean G l+ r value obtained among the carotid occlusion dogs (-I .40) was higher than among the perfused sinus dogs (-o+gg) and probably reflects the additional response involved in the former type experiment.
Both values, however, are in accord with the corresponding values calculable from the data which Schmidt (18) and Koch (12) presented, respectively. The fourth possible error is the existence of a closedloop chemoreceptor reflex in the carotid occlusion preparations and its absence in the perfused sinus dogs. The respiration tended to change slightly toward the end of a 2-min bilateral occlusion but the arterial pressure level did not show any significant concomitant variation in most cases, and therefore the pressoregulatory effect of this chemoreceptor loop was considered negligible. Also ignored in the present analyses was the possible modification of pressoreceptor sensitivity by the sympathetic fibers from the cervical ganglia. Palmer (15) and Kezdi (I I) claimed that the stimulation of these fibers erihanced pressoreceptor activity, and that a reflex fall of arterial pressure ensued despite unchanged TSP. If such sympathetic innervation of the carotid bifurcation area is really involved in the present experiments, the formerly used term "over-all open-loop gain" is incomplete even for isolated perfused sinus experiments because parametric forcing through this efferent nerve will modify the sensitivity of one side receptor while the other side ISP is changed. However, Floyd and Neil (6) are quite skeptical of the effect of such sympathetic innervation, and further investigation is definitely needed for fair evaluation of the problem.
After all these reflections, the result from the isolated sinus experiment seems to be much more reliable than that from the carotid occlusion experiment to elucidate the process of summation.
Yet, the theoretical treatment underlying the occlusion experiment is highly instructive in many respects, as will be discussed later.
As a previous report (I) from this department has indicated, the carotid occlusion reflex response differs slightly with different
anesthetics. Yet, the left-to-right ratio Gl/G, or HEIH, found in the present experiments was less than unity in 16 of I g dogs, regardless of the anesthetic; the over-all average ratio was 0.57 or 0.56. In the isolated perfused sinus experiment, the gain ratio was found to average 0.59. Therefore, as a first approximation, it can be concluded that the right-side sinus reflex is almost twice as sensitive as the left. To the best of the authors' knowledge, such a functional asymmetry has never been reported on the carotid sinus reflex. Perhaps a subconscious assumption of symmetry in the autonomic afferents has existed among physiologists, interfering with observation of fact. 
